
FIREBALLS WIDE GAME. 
 

Need: I mug with handle per patrol 

 Large ball of strong twine 

 Firebucket 

 Equipment to make Fireballs. 

 

To be played in an area with trees and other obstacles.  We also take out side a couple 

of tables and a few chairs. 

 

Thread handle of mugs onto strong twine and attach twine to veranda post or 

tree – this becomes the starting point -  leave mugs at start.   Continue trail by 

threading twine around trees, over obstacles under tables around chairs etc.  We make 

it a fairly long trail but not too difficult.  Spaced along trail at intervals is our question 

cards (use pegs or paper clips to attach to twine) and equipment.  E.g. at first card  

leave one  clean empty milk carton per person, at second card leave aluminium foil 

(one roll per patrol), etc. 

Patrols read story and answer questions before starting on trail – this way they 

learn the relevant information before they start.  Usually patrols will work at different 

speeds so this will stagger the start. 

Each Patrol is to go around the trail, holding onto the mug which is half full of 

water - if it is a hot night fill the mug up as a little spilt water adds to the fun.   Before 

they start give one girl a plastic shopping bag so that they have something to collect 

their equipment in.  At each card point they are to collect enough for their patrol.  

Everyone in the patrol has to go around together – the first person holds the mug and 

then everyone else holds each others’ hands.  At card points they can swap around so 

that everyone has a go of holding onto the mug.  When they have finished trail, make 

fireballs.     

    

FIREBALLS 
Equipment: 1 one litre empty milk carton per person 

  Aluminium foil 

  2 slices bread per person 

  margarine and jam 

  sugar and cinnamon mixture 

  matches 

  plate and knives 

 

To Cook: 

1. Butter the outside of the bread and spread jam in the middle of the 

sandwich. 

2. Cut the sandwich in half and wrap each half in foil. 

3. Place both halves in milk carton – end to end. 

4. Light the carton and let it burn – be careful. 

5. When carton is burnt, remove the foil parcels, unwrap and roll in 

cinnamon mixture. 

 

 

 


